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In this work a look at a method to solve the data association
problem based on particle filter has been carried out. Here data
association is used as a term to define the assignment of sensor
measurements of a set of objects to the actual objects, [1]–
[4]. Examples include measurements of a static environment
obtained from a moving platform and target tracking where the
targets are moving and the measuring platform can be moving
or static. It is also assumed that the environment or targets can
be represented as a set of points (called landmarks or point
targets depending on the application). This kind of environment or target representation is common in many applications,
for example Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
using camera as a sensor [5]–[7], structure from motion [8]–
[10], bundle adjustment [11], [12], visual odometry [13], [14]
or target tracking [4]. Normally, the assignment is performed
by some method, usually deterministic, for example nearestneighbour algorithm [15], auction algorithm [16], Hungarian
algorithm [17] or Munkres algorithm [18]. However, in many
cases the correct data association can be hard to obtain and/or
computationally demanding, for example if the number of
association variables or landmarks or targets is large or if
there are errors in the involved variables. These errors can be
platform’s position and orientation estimation errors, as well
as measurement noise, which is always the case in practice.
In order to try to solve the association problem with the

difficulties described above a sequential Monte Carlo filtering
approach is proposed.
The main idea here is to view data association as a stochastic
variable that can be estimated by a Bayesian filter. The assumption is that the resulting filtered posterior will contain the
correct association despite the errors in the involved variables.
In the case of data association, however, the exact filtering
is not possible due to the intractability of solving the needed
calculations with the involved probability functions. This is
due to the size of the problem, i.e., exponential growth of
the possible assignment combinations. To overcome this, a
sequential Monte Carlo approximation to the optimal Bayesian
filtering is implemented in form of a bootstrap particle filter
[19]. Although this idea of using particle filters in conjunction
with data association is not new, see e.g., [20]–[25], there
are some significant differences. In the previous work, the
whole estimation problem, together with the data association,
is solved with the particle filter, making the data association
implicit and incorporated in the particle filter algorithm. In
this work, a slightly different method is used. The platform’s
estimated states, like position and orientation, as well as landmarks are assumed to be given and the filter is only applied
to the data association. This kind of approach is applicable
for the estimation methods that are not based on particle
filters, like EKF e.g., [14] or optimization, e.g., [26], [27], to
mention some examples. The proposed data association filter
will be called Data Association Particle Filter or DAPF and
its performance will be examined with a small example to get
some initial results and see the feasibility of the approach. It
shall also be noted that, the approach is applicable to both
batch and sequential estimation cases since the filter is run
forward for each time step and it is only data from that time
step that is needed for the estimation of the data association.
The paper is organized as follows; Section I, this section,
introduces the problem and some background. Section II
describes the data association problem and setup, while Section III explains the basics of the particle filter in a brief way.
Section IV handles the implementation details of the DAPF
and Section V illustrates some results obtained with simulated
data in a simple scenario. Finally, in Section VI conclusions
and some future work prospects are given.
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II. DATA A SSOCIATION
A data association problem, in this context, is a problem of
assigning a set of measurements of landmarks at a certain time,
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I. I NTRODUCTION

i
dy
t
Yt = {yti }m
i=1 and yt ∈ R , to the correct landmarks. The set
j
dl
l
of landmarks is defined as L = {lj }N
j=1 and l ∈ R . Here, dy
and dl are dimensions of the measurements and the landmarks,
respectively. The association can then be defined as finding a
l
correspondence variables at time t, Ct = {cjt }N
j=1 , such that
j
i
ct = i if measurement yt is originating from landmark lj ,
otherwise cjt = 0. For example, if there are 5 landmarks in
total and 2 measurements available at time t = 6, and it is
landmarks 3 and 5 that are measured by measurements 2 and
1, the correspondence variables will be c16 = 0, c26 = 0, c36 =
2, c46 = 0, c56 = 1, or C6 = {0, 0, 2, 0, 1}.
This can be done in many ways, depending on the nature of
the measurements and the other information that is available.
Normally, if the measurements are coming from the camera
images, they will be regarded as direction (or bearing) only and
that will be the only available information. In some cases other
type of attributes can also be extracted from the images and
associated with the landmarks and image measurements. An
example of this kind of attributes is the SIFT descriptor [28].
No matter which kind of information from the measurements
and the landmarks is used, the goal of the data association is
to find measurements and landmarks that belong to each other
according to some fitness measure, f (Ct , Yt , L, θt ), under
the certain constraints on the possible associations. Here θt
denotes any other variable that is needed to evaluate the
fitness function, for example platform’s position. In general,
bt , should be the one giving the best
the best association, C
fitness measure value over all possible associations under the
constraints, i.e.,

bt = arg max f (Ct , Yt , L, θt )
C

(1)

Ct

s.t. Ct ∈ C
where C defines a set of possible associations, for example
a constraint that only one measurement can be assigned to at
most one landmark and vice versa. This problem can be solved
in many different ways, as already mentioned in Section I.

are defined before. In order to estimate the posterior, there are
two conditional distributions that will be used, state transition
distribution, p(xt |xt−1 ), that assumes Markov properties of the
state, as well as likelihood, p(Yt |xt ), relating the observations
with the state. Given these distributions, the optimal filtering
can be formulated as follows
Z
p(xt |Y1:t−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 )p(xt−1 |Y1:t−1 ) dxt−1 (2a)
p(xt |Y1:t ) = R

p(Yt |xt )p(xt |Y1:t−1 )
p(Yt |xt )p(xt |Y1:t−1 ) dxt

(2b)

The first equation is called the prediction step and is used
to predict the state at time t given all the observations up to
time t − 1. The second equation is called the measurement
update and is used to incorporate the observation at time t
in the state at the same time. Notice that the denominator
in the update equation is a normalization factor, such that
the posterior distribution integrates to 1. These two steps are
computed sequentially for each time resulting in a filtered
posterior distribution of the state p(xt |Y1:t ) for each time step.
Notice also that the distributions above might be conditioned
not only on a state, but on some other variables too, like e.g.,
L or θt in (1). This conditioning will be implicitly assumed
in the rest of the paper but will be included in cases where
clarification is needed.
The problem with the approach above is that very few
distributions allow for an exact solution of the expressions
above and closed form expressions of the resulting distributions. In order to solve that problem, an approximate solution
can be done, where the distributions above are represented
with N particles, {xit }N
i=1 with associated importance weights
.
With
these,
and the proposal distribution used to
{wti }N
i=1
draw particle samples from, the particle filter can be implemented according to Algorithm 1. Note that in the case of data
association, the state variable xt will be the association variable Ct , and the distributions will be seen as probability mass
functions (pmf) defined on a discrete space, i.e., Ct ∈ NNl for
all t. In this case the integral becomes summation in (2a).

III. PARTICLE F ILTER
In this chapter a brief description of the particle filter will
be done, and for more details see e.g., [19]. A particle filter
is a Monte Carlo based approach for approximating optimal
filtering densities when these are intractable to calculate.
This is very common in many cases, for example when the
underlying models are not linear. For this reason, particle
filters has been used as an important enabler to solve nonlinear estimation problems. Basically, the aim of the estimation
is to find a posterior distribution of a stochastic variable X
(normally denoted state) given a set of observations (or measurements) Y, denoted p(X|Y). Usually, the sought variable
cannot be observed directly and some estimation method must
be applied. In a filtering context, the stochastic variable and
the observations are normally time series, i.e., X = {xt }Tt=0 =
x0:T and Y = {Yt }Tt=1 = Y1:T . The posterior distribution
becomes then p(x0:T |Y1:T ). Here it is assumed that xt ∈ Rnt
and Yt ∈ Rmt · dy , i.e., the dimension of the state and the
observation can change in different time steps, and mt and dy

IV. DATA A SSOCIATION PARTICLE F ILTER
In order to implement the Data Association Particle Filter
(DAPF) we need to define the pmfs in (2) and Algorithm 1. For
the comparison sake two proposal functions will be defined,
one that is uniform and other one that is using information
from the measurements in order to sample the most probable
association. Also, the information from the measurements will
be used in both cases in order to define how many associations
to assign. In all cases the exact probability densities and likelihoods cannot be expressed exactly and some approximations
must be done. These will be explained further below.
The sampling from a proposal distribution in step 1. in Algorithm 1 will be performed in two ways, as mentioned above,
and these will be compared with respect to execution time
and association performance. The common thing applicable
to both proposals is decision on how many landmarks were
measured. This is done by assuming a transition probability
between observed and not observed landmarks at time t − 1

Algorithm 1 Particle Filter
Require: p(x0 ), p(xt |xt−1 ), p(Yt |xt ), π(xt |x0:t−1 , Y1:t ),
Y1:T
Ensure: {p̂(xt |Y1:t )}Tt=0

0.5
0.45
0.4

Initialize:
Draw N initial particles from the prior distribution and
set their importance weights to equal weight:
xi0 ∼ p(x0 ), w0i = N1 , i = 1 : N

pP(cj|Y,lj)

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15

for t = 1 to T do
1. Draw N samples from the proposal distribution:
xit ∼ π(xt |xi0:t−1 , Y1:t ), i = 1 : N
2. Update the importance weights:
p(Yt |xit )p(xit |xit−1 )
i
w̃ti = wt−1
π(xit |xi0:t−1 ,Y1:t )
3. Normalize the weights:
w̃i
wti = PN t w̃j
t
j=1
4. ApproximateP
the filtering posterior distribution:
N
p̂(xt |Y1:t ) = i=1 wti δ(xit − xt )
5. Resample the particles:
Draw N particles from {xit }N
i=1 with the probability
proportional to their respective weight and set
wti = N1 , i = 1 : N thereafter
end for

and time t. Two different transition probabilities will be used;
one that is describing the probability that a landmark observed
at time t − 1 is observed at time t as well, called PO , and used
for the observed landmarks, and the other one describing the
probability that a landmark that is not observed at time t−1 is
observed at time t, called PN , and used on the not observed
ones. These probabilities are user specified and are used in
conditional Bernoulli distributions as
I(cjt−1 )

pO (I(cjt )|I(cjt−1 )) = PO

1−I(cjt−1 )

pN (I(cjt )|I(cjt−1 )) = PN

j

(1 − PO )1−I(ct−1 )
j

(1 − PN )I(ct−1 )

(3a)
(3b)

where I(x) = 0 if x = 0 and I(x) = 1 if x > 0. The number
of possible landmarks that is used is not the set of all the
landmarks, but a subset chosen based on the current estimate of
the platform’s state, sensor characteristics, for example fieldof-view, and landmark positions, giving j ∈ Ntl ⊂ {1, ..., Nl }.
This is done in order to speed up the computations.
When the possible observed landmarks has been decided,
giving the set L̃t ⊂ Ntl with cardinality nt , an assignment
of these to the measurements is performed. Depending on the
number of available measurements and observed landmarks
two cases are distinguished: if the number of observed landmarks is greater or equal to the number of measurements,
nt >= mt , all the measurements are assigned, but not all
the landmarks are used (except in the equality case) and if
the number of observed landmarks is less than the number of
available measurements, nt < mt , all the observed landmarks
will be assigned, but not all the measurements.
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Figure 1: An example of a proposal distribution pP for a single
landmark and 5 measurements. The landmarks is measured by
the measurement number 3.
In case the uniform proposal is used the assignments will
be drawn from a uniformly distributed integers between 1 and
mt , i.e, cjt ∼ U(1, mt ) and j ∈ L̃t .
In case the non-uniform proposal is used, the assignments
will be drawn from a approximate distribution based on
measurements, platform’s states and landmarks’ positions.
This approximate distribution (for a single landmark) can be
described as
j
ct

pP (cjt |Yt , L̃t , θt ) = e−µ(yt

c

j

−h(θt ,lj ))T (yt t −h(θt ,lj ))

(4)

Here, µ is seen as a tuning variable and is user defined. The
measurement function, h(θ, l), is used to create a estimated
measurement given the landmarks and the platform’s position
and orientation. Exactly how the measurement function is
defined is dependent on the setup. An example plot of the
distribution above for a single landmark and 5 measurements
is given in Figure 1. Sampling from this distribution is simply
performed by rejection sampling, see e.g., [15]. During sampling, in both uniform and non-uniform case, the care is taken
to handle one-to-one assignment, i.e., only one measurement
can be assigned to only one landmark. All the steps above are
summarized in Algorithm 2. In this way a set of particles with
proposed associations will be created, {Cti }N
i=1 which is the
result of step 1. in Algorithm 1.
The exact likelihood function that should be used in step 2.
in Algorithm 1 is impossible to find exactly, and in this work
a viable approximation is used instead. It is defined as
p(Yt |Ct , L, θt ) =
"
1−I(cjt ) #
mt 
j
Y
Y
c
−ν|yt t −h(θt ,lj )|I(cjt )
−ν|ytk −h(θt ,lj )|
e
1−e
j∈L

k=1

(5)
where I(x) is defined as before. The intuition behind this
approximation is based on making the total likelihood as
high as possible for both the landmarks that are correctly
measured and associated (the first term of the outer product)

i
Algorithm 2 Proposal Distribution π(Ct |Ct−1
, Yt )
i
Require: {Ct−1
}N
i=1 , Yt , θt
i N
Ensure: {Ct }i=1

1

bt = arg max (p̂(Ct |Y1:t ))
C

(6)

Ct

where p̂(Ct |Y1:t ) is defined in step 4. in Algorithm 1.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to illustrate the results of the approach, a simple
two-dimensional case is used. The platform state is defined as

p(Y|C)
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(a) Likelihood function for two landmarks and only one measurement.
Only landmark 2 is measured, i.e., C = {0, 1}.
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and the landmarks that are correctly not measured and not
associated (the second term, i.e., the inner product). This
approximation can be seen as similar to a (non-normalized)
multinomial distribution pmf for each association combination,
where the probabilities are represented by the exponential
terms depending on the actual association and the number of
outcomes is 2, i.e., associated or non-associated landmarks.
Note also that it is absolute value of the difference between
the measurements and the measurement function that is used
here. This is done to have a more heavy-tail likelihood and
not punish large errors too much. Just as before, ν is seen
here as a tuning parameter and is user defined. Exactly how
to tune the parameters µ and ν is not easy to suggest, but
in general they are related to the measurement noise and
accuracy of the parameter θ. The tuning parameters should be
chosen larger if the measurement noise is big or the expected θ
accuracy is low, and smaller otherwise. An illustrative example
of the likelihood function is shown in Figure 2. Here, three
examples are used, all with two landmarks in order to be able
to illustrate the likelihood in a two-dimensional graph, with
different number of measurements. In all three examples, it
can be seen that the likelihood is the highest for a correct
association.
With these pmfs defined, Algorithm 1 can be run and
the approximation of the posterior distribution of the data
association can be obtained. Although the full approximation
of the filtering posterior is available after each time step, for
evaluation purposes only the maximum a posteriori estimate
is used, i.e.,
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(b) Likelihood function for two landmarks and two measurements. Both
landmarks are measured, landmark 1 is measured with measurement 1
and landmark 2 with measurement 2, i.e., C = {1, 2}.
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for i = 1 to N do
1. Decide possible observed landmarks, L̃t , by using (3)
for j ∈ L̃t do
2. Draw assignments with care taken to one-to-one
condition:
if The uniform proposal is used then
Draw assignments from a discrete uniform distribution: cj,i
t ∼ U(1, mt )
else
Draw assignments from pmf in (4) with rejection
j
sampling: cj,i
t ∼ pP (ct |Yt , L̃t , θt )
end if
end for
end for
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(c) Likelihood function for two landmarks and three measurements.
Both landmarks are measured, landmark 1 with measurement 1 and
landmark 2 with measurement 2 and the third measurement is seen as
clutter, i.e., C = {1, 2}.

Figure 2: Illustration of the likelihood function in (5) for
three the case with two landmarks and different number of
measurements.
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Figure 3: The trajectory (in blue) and one of the landmark
configurations (red *) used for the performance evaluation of
DAPF.
θt = [pxt pyt ψt ]T , i.e., the position in X- and Y -dimensions as
well as orientation. Also, the landmark coordinates are twodimensional, l = [lx , ly ]T , and the measurements are onedimensional directions from the platform to the landmarks
measured in the platform’s reference frame. This gives that
the measurement function, h(θ, l), is defined as
  


g1
cos(ψ) sin(ψ) lx − px
=
(7a)
g2
− sin(ψ) cos(ψ) ly − py
 
g2
h(θ, l) = arctan
(7b)
g1
It is assumed that the sensor has a limited field-of-view, which
in this case was 35 degrees. For the simulation performed here,
a trajectory consisting of 25 time steps and with sampling time
of 1 second according to Figure 3 is used. The trajectory is
plotted in blue.
The evaluation is performed for two cases; the first one
where the landmark positions and the platform state are
assumed to be correct and used as such in the DAPF, and
the other one where the platform state is randomly perturbed,
but the correct landmark positions are used. In both cases a
small noise is added to the measurements. 100 Monte Carlo
simulations are performed for each case. In the first case the
same trajectory is used, but different landmark configurations
are randomized for each run. In the second case the same
landmark configuration is used, but, as mentioned, the platform
state is varied for each run. In the second case a comparison to
the deterministic association, Nearest-Neighbor, is also done.
Also, the performance is evaluated for the different number
of particles, N , and N ∈ {500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000}.
The utilized performance measure is the average number of
wrong associations over all times and MC-simulations for each
number of used particles, i.e.,
25 100

C̄(N ) =

XX
1
C̃(N )kt
25 · 100 t=1
k=1

(8)

where C̃(N )kt is defined as number of wrong associations at
time step t and MC run k. The wrong association in this case
is considered both missed association, i.e., no assignment to
a landmark when there is one, as well as wrong assignment,
i.e., wrong measurement assigned to a landmark.
The results can be seen in Figure 4. In 4a the first case
from above is depicted, and, as expected, the uniform proposal
distribution performs worse then the one using measurement
information. In 4b a comparison of the both proposal variants
and the deterministic approach is shown. It is interesting to see
that DAPF with the non-uniform proposal actually outperforms
the deterministic approach in average, while the one with the
uniform proposal does not. However, it is approaching the
deterministic one’s performance for the relatively big number
of particles (8000 in this case). It can also be seen that
the non-uniform proposal case does not improve much for
the increased number of particles beyond 2000. The main
drawback of the non-uniform proposal can be seen in 4c,
where that approach is about three times slower than the
uniform proposal, in average. Depending on application, this
could be an acceptable trade-off.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work a sequential Monte Carlo method, the particle
filter, to solve the data association problem is proposed, DAPF,
and the performance is investigated on a small simulated example. The performance is evaluated for two different proposal
distributions and different number of used particles, as well as
compared to a deterministic approach, Nearest-Neighbor in
this case. The obtained results are quite promising and show
that the suggested method with non-uniform proposal performs
better than the deterministic approach, with the price of higher
execution time.
Since this is just an initial work, as a next step a more
thorough investigation of the performance is suggested, as well
as more extensive testing on real data sets.
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